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A. Appendix

A1. Background

A1.1. Caste in Nepal

For Nepali Hindus, the classic Hindu caste system (the Vedic model) provides a framework through

which class hierarchy is largely defined. In the 2001 Census, 80.6% of the population was recorded as Hindu

(Pradhan and Shrestha, 2005). Although the classic system does not apply to non-Hindu groups, these

groups also have well-defined positions within the caste system and, therefore, also in the social hierarchy.

The 1854 National Code (the Muluki Ain) classified all Nepalese, including the indigenous people and non-

Hindus, into five broad caste groups and provided a hierarchical ordering for these groups (National Code,

1854; Höfer, 1979; Gurung, H., 2003; Bennet et al., 2008).

At the top of this hierarchy are the Hindu Brahmin and Chhetri groups, who are in direct correspondence

with castes in the classic model - Brahman (priests) and Kshatriya (warriors), respectively. At the bottom

of the hierarchy codified by the 1854 National Code are “impure” Hindu castes, which broadly correspond

to the Sudra (peasants) in the classic system. Impure castes include Dalit castes, Muslim, and foreign

groups. The largest share of the indigenous population (called Janajatis) was placed by the National Code

(1854) below the Chhetris, but above the “impure” castes. In our data, about 15% of households belong to

Brahmin, 17% to Chhetri, and 11% to “impure” castes. Janajatis constitute about 36% of households in

sample districts.

A special case is the treatment of the Newar, the indigenous inhabitants of Kathmandu (about 20% of

sample households). A large share of Newars were involved in trading (Gurung, P., 2000). While Newars

had an obvious correspondence in the classic Hindu system, namely the Vaisya (traders), who occupy a

relatively low position in the classic Hindu caste system, a large share of Newar groups were assigned a high

position in the hierarchy imposed by the National Code. Other Newar groups, however, were considered

“impure” by the National Code and assigned a low position.

Nepal’s constitution of 1990 explicitly bans discrimination based on caste, tribe, or religion. The Con-

stitution of Nepal (1990, Article 11.3) states that “The State shall not discriminate among citizens on the
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grounds of religion, race, sex, caste, tribe, or ideological conviction or any of these.” However, amendments

to the National Code in 1992 continued to provide a basis for discrimination. In particular, the amended

National Code states that traditional practices at religious places should not be considered discrimina-

tory, which effectively prevents untouchable groups from entering temples (Gurung, H., 2003). The same

reference to “traditional practices” also implies inequality in other spheres (Gurung, H., 2003), and caste

continues to shape social and economic interactions among people in Nepal and is an important determinant

of individual well-being.

In sum, while castes originate in Hinduism, the National Code also accommodates non-Hindu groups.

Thus, based on their group’s position, the National Code provides a framework to classify all households into

upper and lower castes.1 In addition to the upper/lower distinction, we will also explore finer disaggregations

below.

A1.2. Classifying castes based on family names

The Household Registration for Housing Reconstruction Survey (HRHRS) contains information about

family names and (self-identified) castes of household heads.2 As discussed in the paper, and following

Gurung, P. (2000), Gurung, H. (2003), Bennet et al. (2008), Mainali et al. (2013), and Gellner (2007), we

define as upper caste households those from Brahmin, Chhetri, and upper Newar castes. In contrast, we

define as lower caste households those from Janajati and “impure” castes. The latter include lower Newar,

Muslim and foreign groups, and Dalit castes.

For our data on the APMs, we only have the family names of APM members. We use those family names

to infer the caste of APM members using correspondences between family names and caste of the household

heads that are implied by the data from the HRHRS data (2016). Since family names can indicate different

castes in different parts of the country, we impute castes using correspondences at the VDC level.3

A1.3. Local political actors: further details

The paper highlights the central role that local political actors played, in particular, the All-Party

Mechanism (APM) and Village Development Committee (VDC) secretaries. This Online Appendix provides

further details.

1In Nepali language the upper and lower caste distinction is referred to as mathillo and tallo jat.
2The HRHRS available to researchers is anonymized. We obtained names separately from the National Reconstruction

Authority.
3In about 2900 cases, households in the Housing Reconstruction Survey are classified as “other”. Family names were

available for those observations. To assign households to one of the six castes that we work with, we use the mentioned-above

mapping from family names to castes (that is implied by the available HRHRS data (2016) data) and impute the missing data

based on family names. Our main results are robust to dropping the 2909 observations with imputed castes.
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A1.3.1. APM and VDC secretaries: A brief history

The APMs were established well before the earthquake. It was a result of a series of steps that the

Government of Nepal took starting in July 2002 to address the lack of representation of local voices at the

VDC level. This lack of representation was due to the end of the five-year term of officials that were elected

in 1997. New elections did not take place in 2002 because of the Maoist insurgency.4

Initially, the Government handed the local political authority to VDC secretaries (Gurung, N., 2011;

Pokharel et al., 2016b). VDC secretaries are civil servants whose tenure and placement is determined by

the Ministry of Federal Affairs and Local Development through the district administrative offices. Often

deployed outside their hometown, VDC secretaries heavily relied on the local political party representa-

tives when unexpectedly called to run the local bodies (Barber, 2016; TAF, 2012). With the rise of the

United Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist), VDC secretaries found it difficult to remain in the assigned

VDCs, particularly in rural areas.5 Several VDC secretaries relocated to their district headquarters and

started carrying out local governance and budget management tasks remotely, which left large voids of local

governance (Gurung, N., 2011; TAF, 2012).6

In light of the continuing voids in governance at the local level, the Government of Nepal established the

APMs as consultative bodies (Pokharel et al., 2015a) to exploit the local networks of political parties that

ran deep and persisted during and after the Maoist insurgency. In 2008, the APMs were institutionalized

as political bodies consisting of one representative from all the local political parties who obtained at least

ten percent of total votes received by the candidate and the party, combined at the district level in the 2008

Constituent Assembly election (LGCDP, 2008). APM decisions were supposed to be made by “political

consensus” (Gurung, N., 2011). Consequently, the APMs acquired de facto authority at the local level, and

starting in 2008, they became the most important village council player (Gurung, N., 2011; TAF, 2012).

The institutional set-up facilitated the environment of collusion and corruption at the local level. Ironi-

cally, the “political consensus” framework was intended to promote inclusive and equitable resource alloca-

tion by addressing the needs of all parties (TAF, 2012). However, the absence of any formal opposition and

the lack of direct accountability (the APMs were envisioned as consultative bodies and acquired de facto

power only eventually) encouraged the political parties to collude and divide the share of public resources

between each other (TAF, 2012). A seven-fold nominal increase in the VDC budget from 1995 to 2011

4Gurung, N. (2011, p.12) writes: “Initially the threat of the Maoists maiming or killing of the candidates was an intuitively

understood pretext of postponing elections.”
5In rural areas, Maoists ran parallel governments -from village to central levels- and had their own judicial system called

Jana Adalat (people’s court) that resolved people’s complaints locally. In their stronghold areas, Maoists interfered with VDC

secretaries’ tasks, forced them to pay a large levy, and threatened with death if they did not follow their rules, forcing several

VDC secretaries to relocate (Hachhethu, 2008). However, as local residents, it was difficult for the APM members to relocate.
6At some point, 850 VDC secretaries were absent, or their positions were vacant (Gurung, N., 2011). Many others failed

to spend the majority of the VDC budget and conduct meetings (TAF, 2012).
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only increased parties’ incentives to collude in the APMs to exploit the budget (TAF, 2012). The APMs

were not subject to the district and village council rules (which were defined by the Local Self-Governance

Act of 1999) and were not overseen by audit committees (Adhikari and Sijapati, 2010). In contrast, civil

service laws and regulations obliged the VDC secretaries to carry out an impartial and independent service

to society. Regulation prohibited VDC secretaries from any future government employment if convicted of

corruption (Tamang and Malena, 2011).

Ample reports suggest that the APMs misused local resources through patronage, nepotism, elite cap-

ture, and corruption (Gurung, N., 2011). According to these reports, strategies for nepotism and corruption

involved teacher and health worker recruitment, scholarship allocations (TAF, 2012), VDC budgeting, pub-

lic contracting, humanitarian payments, the appointment of school management and forest user committees

(Tamang and Malena, 2011), contractor selection during road-building projects (TAF, 2012), and manip-

ulation of price, quantity, and quality of construction materials (Panta, 2015). In light of this, one report

notes that the APMs were “sarcastically dubbed ATMs”7 because of the acronym APM that is “curiously

close to ATMs.”8

In response to allegations of corruption, the Commission for the Investigation of Abuse of Authority,

a constitutional body for corruption control in Nepal, formally dissolved all the APMs on January 3,

2012 (TAF, 2012). Despite this, the local network and influence of the APMs remained and continued to

influence the local governance decisions in an informal capacity (Carter Center, 2014). In the aftermath of

the earthquake, when the emergency relief efforts required immediate action at local levels, there was an

urgent need for local representatives. As a result, the Government of Nepal decided to reinstate the APMs

for the relief aid distribution. The APMs were informally created in every VDC from party representatives

from the political parties represented in Constituent Assembly (2013).9 And, as described above, the APMs

ended up being at the core of the VDC Grant Distribution Committees. “[A]ll that changed [for the APMs]

was the reduced level of formal accountability” (TAF, 2012).

A1.3.2. Role of local political actors in the first damage assessment process

Immediately after the earthquake, the Government of Nepal adopted the so-called ‘one-door policy’,

allowing all aid to be distributed only through District Disaster Relief Committees, which were established

in the Natural Calamities Act 1982.10 These committees further delegated tasks to VDCs. In each VDC, a

Grant Distribution Committee was formed, which was responsible for carrying out the damage assessment

7See https://kathmandupost.com/opinion/2015/07/27/federalism-first (last accessed February 4, 2021).
8See https://oxfamblogs.org/fp2p/political-and-some-other-priorities-in-nepal-as-of-28-april-2015/ (last

accessed February 4, 2021).
9http://kathmandupost.ekantipur.com/news/2015-05-25/govt-set-to-revive-all-party-mechanism.htm (last accessed

February 4, 2021)
10The Local Self Governance Act 1999 mandates the existing District Disaster Relief Committee to assume primary respon-

sibility for relief after any major natural disaster (GoN, MOHA, 2013).
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for emergency aid. In most VDCs, the Grant Distribution Committee was composed of the VDC secretary

and the members of the so-called All-Party Mechanism (APM) (see, Pokharel et al., 2015a, 2016a, and

Barber, 2016).11 In a descriptive study carried out immediately after the earthquake, Pokharel et al.

(2015a) find that each Grant Distribution Committee in their sample consisted of local leaders of the three

major political parties, i.e., from NC, UML, and Maoist, and a VDC secretary.

In addition to their regular VDC administrative responsibilities, the VDC secretaries were also respon-

sible for planning and executing emergency aid distribution. According to available sources and anecdotal

evidence, the VDC secretaries were overburdened with the VDC’s bureaucratic responsibilities and only

documented the assessment process. And the members of the APMs primarily conducted the damage as-

sessment for emergency aid and determined the eligible households (Pokharel et al., 2015b). Thus, the APMs

played a central role in assessing damages that determined the distribution of emergency aid (Pokharel et al.,

2015a).

A protocol released by the Kavrepalanchok District Disaster Relief Committee provides an example

that highlights the role of the APMs in the emergency aid distribution. An (unofficial) translation of the

protocol is provided below. Point two of the protocol (the first point that discusses procedures) states

that an “all-party mechanism” should be formed in each rural VDC, consisting of active political parties,

immediately highlighting the prominent role of the APMs. The protocol is ambiguous on who belongs to

the VDC grant distribution committees and includes the VDC secretary as the coordinator along with the

APMs. Point seven discusses the formal procedure and certification of emergency aid recipients. Out of all

the individuals mentioned before as being “involved” in the grant distribution committee, the APMs are

the only group explicitly referred to by point seven. VDC secretaries worked directly under the district

administrative office. Thus, while the APMs played a central role in identifying the eligible households, The

VDC secretaries received the grant cash in advance, and after distributing it, returned the recorded data and

the undistributed amount to the district administrative office (point seventeen of the distribution protocol).

Some aspects of the emergency aid distribution were exclusively in the hand of the APMs. For example, to

be eligible for emergency aid, citizenship needed to be proven. The protocol from Kavrepalanchok shows

that the APMs could issue letters certifying citizenship if no other proof of citizenship existed (point ten of

the distribution protocol). Similar protocols were applied in other districts.

Our field visits and discussion with several stakeholders also confirm the prominent role of the APMs,

as highlighted in the protocol. In sum, the following picture emerges from available sources: immediately

after the 2015 Nepal earthquake, ward leaders, local teachers, local health care workers, members of security

forces, and social mobilizers all may have been involved in the procedures to distribute emergency aid, in

particular in discussing lists of eligible households (Pokharel et al., 2016a). However, the APM members

11Some Grant Distribution Committees also included social mobilizers, school-teachers, Ward Citizen Forum coordinators,

and selected ward representatives (Pokharel et al., 2015b).
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played a central role in identifying and finalizing the list of eligible emergency aid recipients in each VDC.

This final list was used to distribute the victim identification cards (“red” and “yellow” cards) and, sub-

sequently, the emergency aid by the VDC grant distribution committee, mostly from the VDC secretary

offices (Pokharel et al., 2016a).

A1.3.3. District Disaster Relief Committee Protocol of Kavrepalanchok district

Our translation of an official eighteen-point protocol released by Kavrepalanchok District Disaster Relief

Committee (http://drrportal.gov.np/uploads/document/110.pdf (last accessed February 4, 2021))

highlights Grant Distribution Committees formation and defines APMs’ and VDC secretaries’ responsibili-

ties in this emergency aid distribution process:

1. Prepare a list of households with damaged houses in every ward of a municipality and a VDC. Promptly

distribute Rs. 15,000 grant in their wards where the list is complete and up to date.

2. Form an All-Party Mechanism (APM, Sarbadaliya Samyantra in Nepali) consisting of active political

parties at the VDC level if it is a VDC and at the ward level if it is a municipality.

3. Form a grant distribution committee under the VDC secretary’s coordination if it is a VDC and the

ward secretary’s if it is a municipality.

4. Include the chief of police and army units deployed in affected areas in the grant distribution commit-

tee.

5. Distribute Rs. 15,000 to households whose damaged house cannot be repaired and who do not possess

a house elsewhere.

6. Distribute cash grants together with victim identification cards.

7. Distribute cash grant only after each member of the above committee (that includes the APMs)

certifies the list of households with unrepairable damaged houses.

8. Use the picture of the head of the household in the victim identification card, if possible. If the picture

to put in the identification card is not available right away, distribute the identification card making

provisions to put the picture later.

9. Distribute grants to an eligible household only after receiving the grant application from the household

head.

10. If the copy of the Nepali Citizenship is not available with the application, keep a record of the

application, and the cash grant can still be distributed after the APM certifies the application.

11. Make provisions to use victim identification cards to keep track of the previously received grants and

households’ temporary shelters.

12. Explicitly mention the distributed cash grant in the victim identification card.

13. Track households that provide or assist in providing false information and individuals who recommend

false victims. Make them subject to punishment.
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14. Cancel the identification cards of individuals who provide false information and make provisions to

restrict them from receiving future grants.

15. Provide distributed aid details to the district administration office and district development committee

before the first office hour of the next working day.

16. Provide notice of cash grant distribution to the district police office and Nepali army through local

police and army units regularly. Also, provide notice of the cash grant distribution to the chief district

officer.

17. The VDC secretary and the municipality’s executive officer can get the grant cash from the district

administrative office in advance. They can submit the record and return the undistributed amount to

the district administrative office after distributing the cash grant.

18. In case of doubts regarding certain households, not to distribute the grant to such households but

instead write to the district disaster relief committee and follow their instruction for cash-grant dis-

tribution.
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A1.4. Examples to illustrate degrees of damage (HRHRS survey manual)

The following figures are taken from the HRHRS survey manual to be used as guidelines by the surveyor

engineers to assess different degrees of damage during the survey.

Figure A1.4.1: Masonry building vs. concrete building (grade 5)

(a) Masonry building

(b) Concrete building

Source: HRHRS manual pages 36 and 39 (2016)
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Figure A1.4.2: Damage based on the surveyor engineer’s assessment

Source: HRHRS manual page 47 (2016)
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A2. Data

A2.1. Summary statistics

Table A2.1.1: Summary statistics

total sample
mean

total sample
std. dev

upper caste
mean

lower caste
mean

Damage-related variables

rupee value of DA1 11519 6216 12336 10996

DA1 2.56 0.80 2.66 2.49

DA2 3.76 1.28 3.83 3.71

Other variables

co caste 0.56 0.50 0.65 0.50

age of the house 20.67 17.05 21.83 19.93

plinth area of the house (sq meters) 36.94 18.65 38.29 36.07

height of the house before the earthquake (meters) 4.89 1.56 5.16 4.72

size of the household 4.96 2.50 4.77 5.09

age of the household head 46.72 15.08 47.83 46.01

male 0.69 0.46 0.71 0.68

number of floor of the house before the earthquake 2.11 0.62 2.26 2.01

household has a bank account (dummy variable) 0.17 0.38 0.27 0.11

above median education 1.41 0.49 1.52 1.35

monthly income of the household (in 10,000 Rs.) 1.60 0.84 1.74 1.51

above median income 1.43 0.49 1.51 1.37

Foundation of the house

foundation is mud and mortar 0.86 0.35 0.88 0.84

foundation is rcc 0.06 0.24 0.07 0.05

foundation is bamboo 0.08 0.27 0.04 0.11

Roof of the house

roof is light 0.68 0.47 0.64 0.70

roof is heavy 0.30 0.46 0.32 0.28

roof is concrete 0.03 0.17 0.04 0.02

Structure of the house

adobe-mud 0.04 0.19 0.04 0.03

mud-mortar (stone) 0.85 0.36 0.88 0.83

stone 0.04 0.19 0.02 0.05

cement-mortar (stone) 0.01 0.12 0.02 0.01

mud-mortar (brick) 0.01 0.12 0.02 0.01

cement-mortar (brick) 0.04 0.21 0.05 0.04

timber 0.26 0.44 0.22 0.29

bamboo 0.08 0.27 0.06 0.09

concrete (non-engineered) 0.03 0.17 0.04 0.02

concrete (engineered) 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.00

other 0.01 0.11 0.01 0.01

Observations 670733 261893 408840
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Table A2.1.2: Earthquake intensity and damage assessments by quartile of the ward-level distribution of MMI

Full sample Quartiles of the distribution of MMI

first
quartile

second
quartile

third
quartile

fourth
quartile

MMI (ward) 6.90 5.81 6.65 7.06 7.89

DA1 (categorical, 1-3) 2.56 1.85 2.71 2.77 2.83

DA2 (categorical, 1-5) 3.76 2.79 4.00 3.66 4.50

Observations 670,733 155,639 156,258 180,100 178,736
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A2.2. Investigating the quality of APM data

Supporting the quality of APM data, this Online Appendix shows that the caste composition of APMs,

VDC chair candidates from 1997 (the last local election before the earthquake), and ward chair candidates

from 2017 (the next local election after the earthquake) are highly correlated. Specifically, we have official

data on all the candidates at the VDC-level elections from the 1997 village council elections and from the

ward-level elections in 2017. We infer the caste of these representatives in a way that is analogous to the

above-described procedure, i.e., via their family names. Assuming that there is persistence over time in the

caste of individuals who are represented in the local leadership, there should be a high correlation of co-caste

measures based on the APMs and based on VDC chair (ward chair) candidates from the 1997 (2017) village

council elections. Indeed, in 87% of VDCs where there is at least one upper caste APM member, there is

at least one upper caste VDC chair candidate in the 1997 village council elections. Similarly, in 76% of the

cases where there is no upper caste member in the APM, there is also no upper caste among the VDC chair

candidates in the 1997 election.

By 2017, the village council was restructured, and 3,900 old VDCs and municipalities were restructured

to 753 new administrative units.12 As a result of the restructuring, most former VDCs correspond to wards

in the new village council system.13 Using the caste of up to four ward chair candidates from the 2017

village council elections, we find that in 87% of VDCs where there is at least one upper caste APM member,

there is at least one upper caste ward chair candidate in the 2017 village council elections. Similarly, in

74% of the cases where there is no upper caste member in the APM, there is also no upper caste among the

ward chair candidates in the 2017 election.

At the household level, the correlation coefficient between a dummy co-caste VDC chair (1997) and the

co-caste variable that we use in the main analysis (which is based on co-caste with the APM members) is

89%. The correlation between a dummy co-caste ward chair (2017) and the co-caste variable is 94%. In

sum, the high correlations of co-caste measures based on APM data and co-caste measures calculated from

official data on candidates from local elections support the quality of the APM data.

12See, for example, https://thehimalayantimes.com/nepal/new-local-level-structure-comes-effect-today/ (last

accessed February 4, 2021).
13Some former municipalities representing urban areas were restructured, and others were not. But most former VDCs were

restructured to one of the wards of a new municipality. Because we restrict our sample to rural VDCs, most of our former

VDCs are now part of a ward. Given the fact that not all former VDCs were restructured into a ward, correlation results

between the caste of ward chair (2017) candidates and the APMs are at the household level (results not shown).
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A2.3. Correlation of upper castes in the APM committees and share of upper caste households in the VDC

A strong correlation between representation of upper castes in the APM committees and the share of

upper castes in VDCs provides a reason for why including VDC fixed effects reduces the estimated magnitude

of favoritism. If there is favoritism among upper castes, then emergency aid payments will be particularly

large on average in VDCs that have both an upper caste representative in the APM and many upper caste

households. As these are characteristics that vary at the VDC level, including VDC fixed effects will reduce

the estimated magnitude of favoritism. Indeed, in the data we see a strong correlation of upper caste APMs

with the number of upper caste households in a VDC. Figure A2.3 shows that as the share of upper caste

households increases, so does the share of upper caste APM members in a VDC.

Figure A2.3: Share of upper caste representation in the APMs vs. share of upper caste households (in deciles) in the VDC
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The figure also indicates that upper caste households are over-represented in APMs. Existing reports

also highlight this over-representation of upper castes in the APM committees (Barber, 2016; Pokharel

et al., 2015a). Upper castes are also over-represented at higher levels.14

14See, https://kathmandupost.com/opinion/2015/12/30/double-trouble-20151230083734 (last accessed February 4,

2021). In the 14 most-affected districts, “[no] Dalit was included in the District Disaster Relief Committees.” Even if some

Dalits were included at the village level grant distribution committees, they were not invited to the meetings. One of the lower
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A2.4. Tabulating DA1 vs. DA2 separately for upper and for lower castes

Table A2.4: Distribution of DA1 for each category of DA2 (in %) by castes

DA2

grade 1 grade 2 grade 3 grade 4 grade 5 Total

DA1: no damage 77.84 44.98 24.34 12.87 8.82 22.90

lower DA1: partial damage 8.06 12.32 9.33 3.13 0.70 4.75

caste DA1: total damage 14.09 42.70 66.33 83.99 90.49 72.36

Observations 37981 45178 72198 93528 159955 408840

DA1: no damage 67.68 35.14 16.18 8.19 7.15 15.39

upper DA1: partial damage 8.61 10.47 5.47 1.29 0.27 2.97

caste DA1: total damage 23.71 54.39 78.34 90.52 92.59 81.65

Observations 15824 24874 47300 73249 100646 261893

Notes: The columns show the relative frequency of the three categories of DA1 for each category of DA2 (in %).

caste distribution committee members at the local level was neither informed about nor invited to the meetings.
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A3. Possible selection on unobservables

Upper and lower caste households are different in a number of dimensions, which may contribute to

different assessments of damage. In the main body of the paper, we use various empirical strategies to

capture unobserved variables that may differ across castes and that may at the same time explain differences

in damage. As a further test of the robustness of our main findings and to support our claim of a causal

effect of caste, we use in this Appendix Oster’s (2019) method to assess the possible importance of selection

on unobservables (Oster, 2019).

Table A3 shows results investigating the robustness of some of our central results. The table shows how

the point estimates in our central estimating equations change as we change assumptions about the role of

unobservables. One central estimate in the context of Oster’s approach is an estimate of δβ=0. A value of

δβ=0 larger than 1 is considered by Oster evidence of a robust result. Columns (3) and (5) show estimates

of δβ=0 for three different specifications of our analysis and for two different assumptions on the maximum

possible R-squared (Rmax), i.e., an assumption about how much of the variation could, hypothetically, be

explained in a linear regression framework. For values of Rmax we follow standard procedures (see table

notes for details).

First, note that estimates of δβ=0 shown in Panel A, which investigates the baseline specification of Table

1, column (7), are only included for completeness. We know from our analysis that the specifications in Table

1 omit important variables, in particular, these specifications do not take into account the heterogeneity

across localities with different damage, and the role of favoritism. Indeed, estimates of δβ=0 are small in

Panel A. This confirms that the role of unobservables is quite important in this specification.

Panel B investigates robustness of the result shown in Table 2, column (1), and Panel C considers

robustness of Table 3, column (5). In Panels B and C, δβ=0 is always larger than 1 (the cutoff used by

(Oster, 2019)). In fact, in Panel C it is 97 and 266. Thus, the selection on unobservables in Panel B and C

would need to be at least six times larger, and in one specification it would have to be 266 larger, than the

selection on observables to produce a treatment effect of zero, i.e., to “explain away” the effect of belonging

to an upper caste on the amount of emergency aid a household receives.

Columns 4 and 6 show the estimated bounds on the parameters of interest. These confirm the findings

based on δβ=0, namely that our results of Tables 2 and 3 are quite robust.

In sum, based on the cut-off value suggested by Oster (2019), the results presented in Table A3 provide

further evidence that our central results are robust.
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Table A3: Investigating possible selection on unobservables of our central results

Dependent variable is DA1 (in Rupees)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

point estimate from an
Uncontrolled [R2]

point estimate from a

Controlled [R̃2] Rmax =1.3 × R̃2 Rmax = 1

βδ=0 δβ=0

Bound estimates
βδ=[0,1] δβ=0

Bound estimates
βδ=[0,1]

Panel A: Analysis for Table 1: column (7)

upper caste 309.3 [0.52] 130.1 [0.54] 0.10 [-1886, 130] 0.04 [-16798, 130]

Panel B: Analysis for Table 2: column (1)

upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 531.1 [0.49] 518.7 [0.53] 6.33 [462, 519] 2.31 [346, 519]

Panel C: Analysis for Table 3: column (3)

co-caste × upper caste× 1stquartile MMI

632.1 [0.49] 634.6 [0.53] 266.8 [635, 645] 97.1 [635, 645]

Notes: Results apply Oster’s (2019) method. R-squares are in square brackets. Column (1) presents results for the so-called “uncon-

trolled” or parsimonious regression. The results control for the VDC fixed effects and DA2 (Panel A), and the level effects (Panel

B), and the level and all two-way interaction effects (Panel C), as they are likely not a part of the confounding set. To estimate the

relative degree of selection, βδ=0, and bounds, in column (2), we add a large set of explanatory variables in addition to the “uncon-

trolled” effect from column (1). The controls include building controls, household controls, geographic controls, and building controls

× individual asset dummies and are as indicated in the notes to Table 1. Rmax is the R-squared from a hypothetical regression

that includes both (observable and unobservable) controls. R̃2 is the R-squared from the regression with full observed controls from

the regression of interest. Columns (3) and (4) uses Rmax = 1.3 × R̃2 and presents results for the βδ=0 and the estimated bounds.

Parametrization 1.3 is based on an analysis of Oster (2019). For a given Rmax, one of the bounds for the coefficient is calculated by

assuming that the selection on observables (based on a large set of controls) equals the selection on unobservables, βδ=0 = 1, and the

other bound is calculated from column (2). Columns (5) and (6) repeat the degree of selection and bound estimates for Rmax = 1.
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A4. Robustness to alternative specifications

A4.1. Discrimination results

A4.1.1. Robustness to additional interaction terms as controls

Table A4.1.1: Upper caste households receive more emergency aid (results are robust to additional interactions)

Dependent variable is DA1 (in rupees)

Without VDC fixed effects With VDC fixed effects

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

upper caste 448.0 448.0 448.4 450.8 130.8 130.7 131.1 132.2

(64.4)*** (64.8)*** (64.6)*** (64.5)*** (27.7)*** (27.7)*** (27.6)*** (27.7)***

DA2 971.7 793.5 1112.0 1231.0 836.5 876.8 931.1 993.1

(112.2)*** (64.0)*** (120.3)*** (152.8)*** (86.4)*** (57.6)*** (88.3)*** (120.2)***

MMI (ward) X X X X X X X X

building controls X X X X X X X X

household controls X X X X X X X X

geographic controls X X X X X X X X

building controls × individual assets X X X X X X X X

building controls × MMI (ward) X X X X X X X X

building controls × DA2 X X X X

MMI (ward) × individual assets X X X X

DA2 × individual assets X X X X

VDC fixed effects X X X X

VDCs 612 612 612 612 612 612 612 612

N 667862 667862 667862 667862 667862 667862 667862 667862

R2 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54

Mean dep. var. 11519.2 11519.2 11519.2 11519.2 11519.2 11519.2 11519.2 11519.2

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses and allow for clustering of the model error at the VDC level. The de-

pendent variable is DA1, i.e., the value of the first damage assessment (in rupees), and takes the values 0, 3,000,

and 15,000. upper caste is a dummy equaling one when the household belongs to Brahmin, Chhetri, or upper Newar

caste groups. MMI (ward) is the MMI measure at the centroid of the ward that is assigned to each household

within the ward. The regressions include building controls, household controls, geographic controls, and building con-

trols × individual assets and building controls × MMI (ward), which are defined as indicated in the notes to Table 1.

A4.1.2. Estimating standard errors that allow for spatial correlation in the distance dimension

In our baseline specifications we allow standard errors to be correlated at the VDC level. To investigate

the issue of spatial correlation of error terms further, this Online Appendix presents estimates for the baseline

regression standard errors that allow for spatial correlation in the distance dimension (Conley, 1999). We

use a spatial cutoff of 50km. Using a cutoff of 100 or 200km does not change results substantially. For

comparison, we also show standard errors for the baseline approach (VDC clusters) next to the Conley
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standard errors. For the baseline results (analogous to Table 1, results show in columns (1) and (2) that

standard errors increase when we use estimate spatial standard errors as in Conley (1999), yet not to such

an extent that they render our estimates of interest (on upper caste) insignificant. For results analogous

to Table 2,Conley standard errors are shown in column (4). Compared to VDC-clustered standard errors

(column 3), they are slightly larger. On the other hand, for results analogous to Table 3, Conley-spatial

standard errors for the key estimate, the triple interaction, are actually smaller in column (6) than those

based on VDC clusters in column (5). Overall, the results show that baseline results are robust to alternative

strategies to take into account spatial correlation.
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Table A4.1.2: Allowing for spatial correlation in the distance dimension

Dependent variable is DA1 (in rupees)

Table 1
column 6

Table 2
column 1

Table 3
column 3

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

upper caste 446.4 446.4 4.06 4.06 -18.4 -18.4

(64.7)*** (112.4)*** (28.0) (38.0) (42.0) (46.5)

upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 518.7 518.7 204.7 204.7

(105.5)*** (146.9)*** (111.8)* (141.3)

co caste -0.26 -0.26

(44.7) (36.4)

co-caste × 1st quartile MMI -341.6 -341.6

(130.1)*** (117.6)***

co-caste × upper caste 35.9 35.9

(67.2) (58.6)

co-caste × upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 634.6 634.6

(191.0)*** (166.9)***

DA2 793.1 793.1

(64.1)*** (245.1)***

MMI (ward) X X X X X X

building controls X X X X X X

household controls X X X X X X

geographic controls X X X X X X

building controls × individual assets X X X X X X

VDC fixed effects X X X X

SE cluster VDC Spatial VDC Spatial VDC Spatial

Distance cutoff (in km) 50 50 50

VDCs 612 612 612 612 611 611

N 667862 667862 667862 667862 667464 667464

R2 0.46 0.46 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53

Mean dep. var. 11519.2 11519.2 11519.2 11519.2 11523.8 11523.8

Notes: Standard errors are in parenthesis. In columns 1, 3, and 5, standard errors allow for clustering of the model error at the

VDC level. In columns 2, 4, and 6 standard errors allow for correlation within a 50km radius (Conley 1999). For spatial correlation,

we use the latitude and longitude information from the centroid of the ward and assume the correlation between the error term of

two observations beyond 50km to be zero. The dependent variable is DA1, i.e., the value of the first damage assessment (in rupees),

and takes the values 0, 3,000, and 15,000. upper caste is a dummy equaling one when the household belongs to Brahmin, Chhetri,

or upper Newar caste groups. co-caste is a dummy variable equaling one if the household belongs to the same caste as any one of

the APM members in the VDC. first quartile MMI is equal to one for VDCs that belong to the first quartile of the VDC averages

of MMI (ward). The regressions include MMI (ward), building controls, household controls, geographic controls, building controls

× individual assets, MMI (ward), and building controls × MMI (ward), which are defined as indicated in the notes to Table 1.
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A4.1.3. Robustness to aggregating DA1 and DA2 to binary variables

Because there are only three potential values of the outcome variable DA1 and five categories of DA2,

we investigate here the robustness of our main results to using an alternative specification, in which we

aggregate the categories such that we have binary values, and estimate linear probability models. “Highest

aid” indicates that the variables are defined such that they are 1 if households received the highest possible

damage categorization, and 0 otherwise. The label “any aid” indicates that variables are defined such that

they are 1 if households received any damage categorization other than the lowest, and 0 if they received

the lowest damage categorization. The results are robust to this alternative approach. Only for the “any

aid” aggregation, we find a marginally significant result where before we had an insignificant coefficient on

upper caste.

Table A4.1.3: Robustness to using binary DA1 and DA2

Dependent variable is

highest aid (0/1) any aid (0/1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

DA1[highest] DA1[highest] DA1[highest] DA2[highest] DA1[any] DA1[any] DA1[any] DA2[any]

upper caste 0.093 0.032 0.008 -0.003 0.075 0.025 0.007 0.005

(0.01)*** (0.005)*** (0.002)*** (0.004) (0.01)*** (0.004)*** (0.002)*** (0.003)*

MMI (ward) X X X X X X

building controls X X X X X X

household controls X X X X X X

geographic controls X X X X X X

building controls × individual assets X X X X X X

building controls × MMI (ward) X X X X X X

VDC fixed effects X X X X

VDCs 612 612 612 612 612 612 612 612

N 670733 667862 667862 667862 670733 667862 667862 667862

R2 0.011 0.44 0.53 0.42 0.0084 0.37 0.45 0.41

Mean dep. var. 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.64 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.82

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses and allow for clustering of the model error at the VDC level. The dependent vari-

able in columns (1) and (2) is DA1[highest], which is a dummy variable equaling one for households receiving Rs. 15,000, the

highest amount of emergency cash assistance, and 0 for households receiving Rs. 3,000 or no assistance. In columns (3) and

(4), the dependent variable is DA2[highest], which is a dummy variable equaling one for houses categorized as “total” or “heavy”

damage by engineers, and 0 for houses categorized as “negligible”, “moderate”, or “substantial” damage. The dependent vari-

able in columns (5) and (6) is DA1[any], which is one for a household receiving Rs. 15,000 or Rs. 3,000 emergency cash as-

sistance, and 0 for households receiving no assistance. In columns (7) and (8), the dependent variable is DA2[any], which is

one for houses categorized as “total”, “heavy”, or “substantial” damage by engineers, and 0 for houses categorized as “negligi-

ble” and “moderate” damage. upper caste is a dummy equaling one when the household belongs to Brahmin, Chhetri, or up-

per Newar caste groups. The regressions include building controls, household controls, geographic controls, building controls ×

individual assets, MMI (ward), and building controls × MMI (ward), which are defined as indicated in the notes to Table 1.
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A4.2. In-group favoritism results

A4.2.1. Robustness to using different aggregation level of castes to calculate the co-caste variable

In our main analysis, we aggregate 91 sub-castes into 6 main castes. Table A4.2.1a shows that results are

robust when we define co-caste using all 91 sub-castes, rather than aggregating to 6 castes and all columns

correspond to different columns of Table 3.

Table A4.2.1a: Robustness to using finer disaggregation of castes (91 sub-castes)

Dependent variable is DA1 (in rupees)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

upper caste 120.4 46.4 -20.7 -15.5 -226.0 -228.6

(30.6)*** (35.4) (38.4) (38.5) (148.1) (148.0)

co-sub-caste -3.98 -73.1 -19.3 -23.9 -9.85 -14.5

(29.1) (46.5) (43.6) (43.3) (43.6) (43.2)

co-sub-caste × upper caste 150.1 48.6 55.3 46.6 53.1

(63.0)** (61.9) (61.5) (62.1) (61.8)

upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 289.4 278.4 135.7 125.0

(107.9)*** (108.1)** (99.9) (100.0)

co-sub-caste × 1st quartile MMI -253.5 -251.8 -296.9 -295.3

(124.4)** (124.2)** (123.7)** (123.5)**

co-sub-caste × upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 496.4 501.8 523.3 528.8

(176.4)*** (175.7)*** (174.1)*** (173.5)***

MMI (ward) X X X X X X

building controls X X X X X X

household controls X X X X X X

geographic controls X X X X X X

building controls × individual assets X X X X X X

VDC fixed effects X X X X X X

slope and altitude × MMI (ward) X X

building controls × upper caste X X

building controls × 1st quartile MMI X X

household controls × upper caste X X

household controls × 1st quartile MMI X X

VDCs 611 611 611 611 611 611

N 667464 667464 667464 667464 667464 667464

R2 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53

Mean dependent variable 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses and allow for clustering of the model error at the VDC level. The dependent

variable is DA1 (in Rupees) and takes the values 0, 3,000, and 15,000. upper caste is a dummy equaling one when the

household belongs to Brahmin, Chhetri, and upper Newar caste groups. co-sub-caste is a dummy variable equaling one if

the household belongs to the same sub-caste as any one of the APM members in the VDC. Note here the co-sub-caste cat-

egory is based on the 91 finer caste groups. MMI (ward) is based on the earthquake intensity measure Modified Mercalli

intensity at the centroid of the ward. first quartile MMI is equal to one for VDCs that belong to the first quartile of

the VDC averages of MMI (ward). All other controls are defined as indicated in the notes to Table 1 and Table 2.
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Table A4.2.1b: Robustness to using upper and lower castes (2 castes)

Dependent variable is DA1 (in rupees)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

upper caste 107.5 103.6 42.8 51.6 -183.0 -182.5

(32.6)*** (118.5) (110.3) (111.1) (182.1) (182.5)

co-sub-caste 40.9 39.4 69.3 65.8 73.3 69.8

(50.1) (74.2) (64.0) (63.5) (63.3) (62.9)

co-sub-caste × upper caste 4.87 -64.5 -64.1 -59.9 -59.5

(148.7) (132.5) (132.8) (132.2) (132.6)

upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 52.6 27.3 -63.9 -88.7

(343.5) (343.2) (333.7) (333.4)

co-sub-caste × 1st quartile MMI -294.3 -294.3 -309.7 -309.5

(221.3) (222.0) (215.6) (216.2)

co-sub-caste × upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 636.9 657.5 606.9 627.2

(443.8) (444.3) (426.1) (426.3)

MMI (ward) X X X X X X

building controls X X X X X X

household controls X X X X X X

geographic controls X X X X X X

building controls × individual assets X X X X X X

VDC fixed effects X X X X X X

slope and altitude × MMI (ward) X X

building controls × upper caste X X

building controls × 1st quartile MMI X X

household controls × upper caste X X

household controls × 1st quartile MMI X X

VDCs 611 611 611 611 611 611

N 667464 667464 667464 667464 667464 667464

R2 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53

Mean dependent variable 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses and allow for clustering of the model error at the VDC level. The dependent variable is

DA1 (in Rupees) and takes the values 0, 3,000, and 15,000. upper caste is a dummy equaling one when the household belongs to

Brahmin, Chhetri, and upper Newar caste groups. co caste (2) is a dummy variable equaling one if the household belongs to the

same upper and lower caste category as any one of the APM members in the VDC. MMI (ward) is based on the earthquake inten-

sity measure Modified Mercalli intensity at the centroid of the ward. first quartile MMI is equal to one for VDCs that belong to the

first quartile of the VDC averages of MMI (ward). All other controls are defined as indicated in the notes to Table 1 and Table 2.
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A4.2.2. The role of sharing a family name

Table A4.2.2: Evidence for in-group favoritism: the role of sharing a family name

Dependent variable is DA1 (in rupees)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

upper caste 118.7 32.6 -17.9 -13.1 -225.9 -229.1

(30.4)*** (39.0) (41.8) (42.0) (149.3) (149.2)

co-caste 3.51 -76.2 21.9 17.2 24.9 20.4

(32.6) (61.3) (58.3) (57.2) (58.0) (57.0)

co-caste × upper caste 165.1 21.7 29.1 25.3 32.5

(81.9)** (79.3) (77.9) (79.2) (77.8)

upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 202.8 192.4 55.7 45.5

(111.5)* (111.7)* (106.1) (106.3)

co-caste × 1st quartile MMI -403.3 -402.3 -403.3 -402.4

(143.9)*** (143.9)*** (142.1)*** (142.0)***

co-caste × upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 633.8 637.0 626.9 630.3

(203.9)*** (203.9)*** (198.5)*** (198.5)***

co family name 1.99 13.9 -40.1 -40.2 -33.0 -33.0

(29.0) (49.1) (48.6) (48.5) (48.1) (48.1)

co family name × upper caste -9.00 18.6 16.9 16.2 14.5

(61.9) (55.7) (55.9) (55.4) (55.5)

co family name × 1st quartile MMI 130.2 133.4 58.5 61.7

(121.8) (121.7) (119.9) (119.8)

co family name × upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 39.8 43.0 71.2 74.5

(173.9) (174.0) (172.6) (172.7)

MMI (ward) X X X X X X

building controls X X X X X X

household controls X X X X X X

geographic controls X X X X X X

building controls × individual assets X X X X X X

VDC fixed effects X X X X X X

slope and altitude × MMI (ward) X X

building controls × upper caste X X

building controls × 1st quartile MMI X X

household controls × upper caste X X

household controls × 1st quartile MMI X X

VDCs 611 611 611 611 611 611

N 667464 667464 667464 667464 667464 667464

R2 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53

Mean dependent variable 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses and allow for clustering of the model error at the VDC level. The dependent variable is

DA1, i.e. the value of the first damage assessment (in rupees), and takes the values 0, 3,000, and 15,000. upper caste is a dummy

variable equaling one if the household belongs to Brahmin, Chhetri, or upper Newar caste groups. co-caste is a dummy variable

equaling one if the household belongs to the same caste as any one of the APM members in the VDC. co family name is a dummy

variable equaling one if the household shares the same family name as any one of the APM members in the VDC. MMI (ward) is

based on the earthquake intensity measure Modified Mercalli intensity at the centroid of the ward. first quartile MMI is equal to one

for VDCs that belong to the first quartile of the VDC averages of MMI (ward). Here, we additionally control for the interaction of

co family name with upper caste and first quartile MMI and to our central favoritism results from Table 3. The regressions include

building controls, household controls, geographic controls, and building controls × individual assets and are as indicated in the notes

to Table 1. Similarly, slope and altitude × MMI (ward), building controls × upper caste, building controls × first quartile MMI,

household controls × upper caste, and household controls × first quartile MMI are defined as indicated in the notes to Table 2.
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A4.2.3. Alternative caste classifications of Newar households

Following Gurung, P. (2000), Gurung, H. (2003), Bennet et al. (2008), Mainali et al. (2013), and Gellner

(2007), we define as upper caste households those from Brahmin, Chhetri, and upper Newar castes, while

we define as lower caste those households from Janajati (non-Hindu, indigenous) caste and “impure” castes

(which include lower Newar, Muslim and foreign groups, and Dalit castes).

It is mostly uncontroversial and straightforward to classify Brahmin and Chhetri as upper and Janajati

households, and “impure” castes as lower castes using the caste data from the survey. The Newar households

are somewhat more difficult to classify. The survey only has one caste-code for all Newar groups, without

further distinguishing different groups. However, there exists a strong caste-hierarchy within the broader

Newar caste, with some Newar (sub) castes reasonably high in the social hierarchy and others considered

“impure”, with a social status at the very bottom of the caste hierarchy. Based on family names of household

heads, we classify Newar households into upper Newar and lower Newar castes using Müller-Böker (1988)

and Gurung, H. (2005).15

Online Appendix Table A4.2.3 shows that our central results are robust to making no distinction within

the various Newar castes and categorize all Newar caste households as upper caste. Column (1) corresponds

to column (8) from Table 1, columns (2) and (3) correspond to columns (1) and (4) from Table 2, and

columns (4)-(6) correspond to columns (1), (3), and (5) from Table 3.

15Brāhman (similar to Brahmin), Chathar̄ıya (similar to Chhetri), and Pāñcthariya (upper class traders and merchants)

are classified as upper Newar category and farmers, artisan, and scavenger Newar households in the lower Newar category

(Müller-Böker, 1988; Gurung, H., 2005).
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Table A4.2.3: Robustness to classifying all Newar castes as upper caste

Dependent variable is DA1 (in rupees)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

upper caste 128.9 0.53 -189.6 50.3 1.77 -179.8

(28.5)*** (29.2) (145.3) (39.3) (42.3) (148.6)

co-caste -51.9 21.0 24.2

(48.6) (43.8) (42.9)

co-caste × upper caste 123.6 -7.52 -1.10

(67.7)* (64.6) (63.6)

upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 523.8 367.6 194.6 36.4

(104.6)*** (95.6)*** (111.1)* (104.9)

co-caste × 1st quartile MMI -359.8 -390.4

(130.9)*** (129.1)***

co-caste × upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 664.4 678.4

(189.1)*** (184.9)***

DA2 X

MMI (ward) X X X X X X

building controls X X X X X X

household controls X X X X X X

geographic controls X X X X X X

building controls × individual assets X X X X X X

VDC fixed effects X X X X X X

slope and altitude × MMI (ward) X X

building controls × upper caste X X

building controls × 1st quartile MMI X X

household controls × upper caste X X

household controls × 1st quartile MMI X X

VDCs 612 612 612 611 611 611

N 667862 667862 667862 667464 667464 667464

R2 0.54 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53

Mean dependent variable 11519.2 11519.2 11519.2 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses and allow for clustering of the model error at the VDC level. The dependent variable is

DA1, i.e. the value of the first damage assessment (in Rupees), and takes the values 0, 3,000, and 15,000. upper caste is a dummy

equaling one when the household belongs to Brahmin, Chhetri, and Newar caste groups. Note here that both upper and lower Newar

households are classified as upper castes. co-caste is a dummy variable equaling one if the household belongs to the same caste as any

one of the APM members in the VDC. For comparability of magnitudes and the direction of the effect, we rescale the MMI (ward)

such that values lie between 0 and 1, where 1 refers to low damage. first quartile MMI is equal to one for VDCs that belong to the

first quartile of the VDC averages of MMI(ward). All other controls are defined as indicated in the notes to Table 1 and Table 2.
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A4.2.4. Sharing caste with the surveyor engineers

In this Online Appendix, we show results from regressions that are analogous to our main regressions,

but where we use a co-caste dummy variable for the surveyor engineers. I.e., we use a dummy variable (“co-

caste (SE)”), which is equal to one if the household and the surveyor engineer share the same caste. This

allows us to test if the assessment by engineers is subject to in-group bias. The estimates for co-caste with

the engineer are statistically insignificant in columns (1) and (2), and the magnitudes of the coefficients are

also smaller than in our analysis of co-caste with APMs. The difference between DA1 and DA2 in columns

(3) and (4) is significant for upper castes, reflecting the higher damage categorization by APMs for upper

castes found in the main analysis and the insignificant results seen in columns (1) and (2). There is no

additional effect on this difference in assessments of being co-caste with the survey engineer for upper castes.

Table A4.2.4: Investigating the role of sharing the caste with the surveyor engineers

Dependent variable is

DA2

DA1[0,1]

-DA2[0,1]

(1) (2) (3) (4)

upper caste -0.012 -0.013 0.011 0.009

(0.009) (0.010) (0.002)*** (0.003)***

co-caste[SE] 0.008 0.005 -0.003 -0.008

(0.01) (0.03) (0.004) (0.006)

co-caste[SE] × upper caste 0.005 0.009

(0.03) (0.008)

MMI (ward) X X X X

building controls X X X X

household controls X X X X

geographic controls X X X X

building controls × individual assets X X X X

VDC fixed effects X X X X

VDCs 612 612 612 612

N 666027 666027 666027 666027

R2 0.53 0.53 0.25 0.25

Mean dependent variable 3.76 3.76 0.090 0.090

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses and allow for clustering of the model error at the VDC level. The depen-

dent variable in columns (1) and (2) is the surveyor engineer’s damage assessment (DA2) and columns (3) and (4) is the

difference between DA1[0,1] and DA2[0,1]. upper caste is a dummy equaling one when the household belongs to Brah-

min, Chhetri, or upper Newar caste groups. co-caste[SE] is a dummy variable equaling one if the household belongs to

the same caste as the engineer carrying out the survey. The regressions include MMI (ward), building controls, house-

hold controls, geographic controls, and building controls × individual assets and are as indicated in the notes to Table 1.
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A4.2.5. The role of the local share of lower castes

Table A4.2.5: Splitting sample by the local share of lower castes

Dependent variable is DA1 (in rupees)

below median
lower caste share

above median
lower caste share

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

upper caste 76.6 26.0 11.1 -383.7 98.4 -7.26 -145.8 -427.6

(33.5)** (42.2) (45.1) (178.2)** (45.9)** (64.7) (70.5)** (267.0)

co-caste 46.7 -26.6 20.1 31.0 -5.07 -53.9 8.65 16.7

(34.7) (59.0) (51.3) (50.5) (43.0) (55.5) (52.4) (51.9)

co-caste × upper caste 114.5 5.59 0.83 195.1 129.3 131.2

(70.7) (66.7) (66.8) (107.9)* (104.4) (104.2)

upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 22.3 -68.9 480.9 378.6

(133.1) (123.4) (144.8)*** (149.5)**

co-caste × 1st quartile MMI -354.7 -369.0 -222.8 -262.4

(206.4)* (197.0)* (140.1) (140.5)*

co-caste × upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 729.0 729.3 163.2 180.0

(238.3)*** (228.5)*** (250.9) (248.1)

MMI (ward) X X X X X X X X

building controls X X X X X X X X

household controls X X X X X X X X

geographic controls X X X X X X X X

building controls × individual assets X X X X X X X X

VDC fixed effects X X X X X X X X

slope and altitude × MMI (ward) X X

building controls × upper caste X X

building controls × 1st quartile MMI X X

household controls × upper caste X X

household controls × 1st quartile MMI X X

VDCs 513 513 513 513 576 576 576 576

N 334428 334428 334428 334428 333036 333036 333036 333036

R2 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57

Mean dependent variable 12444.2 12444.2 12444.2 12444.2 10599.5 10599.5 10599.5 10599.5

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses and allow for clustering of the model error at the VDC level. The dependent vari-

able is DA1, i.e. the value of the first damage assessment (in Rupees), and takes the values 0, 3,000, and 15,000. Columns (1)

–(4) show our main results for VDCs with below median share of lower caste households and columns (5) –(8) show results for

VDCs with above median share of lower caste households. upper caste is a dummy variable equaling one if the household be-

longs to Brahmin, Chhetri, or upper Newar caste groups. MMI (ward) is based on the earthquake intensity measure Modified

Mercalli intensity at the centroid of the ward. co-caste is a dummy variable equaling one if the household belongs to the same

caste as any one of the APM members in the VDC. first quartile MMI (VDC) is equal to one for VDCs that belong to the

first quartile of the VDC averages of MMI(ward). All other controls are as indicated in the notes to Table 1 and Table 2.
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A4.2.6. The role of a caste having an APM majority

Table A4.2.6: In-group favoritism: The role of a caste having an APM majority

Dependent variable is DA1 (in rupees)

co-caste defined
based on 6 subcastes

co-caste defined based
on upper/lower distinction

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

upper caste 122.4 28.7 -25.5 109.5 27.3 -39.2

(30.2)*** (39.2) (41.9) (32.6)*** (123.7) (118.1)

co-caste 30.3 -35.0 59.3 63.9 55.1 91.9

(39.8) (60.2) (53.4) (54.1) (75.2) (66.6)

co-caste × upper caste 165.3 13.6 61.2 -0.083

(89.5)* (78.0) (150.4) (135.1)

upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 215.4 28.9

(112.2)* (357.7)

co-caste × 1st quartile MMI -444.4 -325.9

(147.5)*** (220.4)

co-caste × upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 739.4 635.0

(243.0)*** (455.0)

co-caste[majority] -46.5 -80.0 -150.4 -44.0 -128.5 -140.5

(46.2) (78.3) (71.8)** (37.3) (67.7)* (64.0)**

co-caste[majority] × upper caste 26.4 111.6 135.2 129.3

(108.3) (90.0) (86.0) (79.1)

co-caste[majority] × 1st quartile MMI 274.3 -12.5

(201.2) (187.7)

co-caste[majority] × upper caste × 1st quartile MMI -322.1 122.6

(298.9) (246.0)

building controls X X X X X X

household controls X X X X X X

geographic controls X X X X X X

building controls × individual assets X X X X X X

MMI (ward) X X X X X X

VDC fixed effects X X X X X X

VDCs 611 611 611 611 611 611

N 667464 667464 667464 667464 667464 667464

R2 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53

Mean dependent variable (Full sample) 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8

Mean dependent variable (1st quartile VDC) 5846.6 5846.6 5846.6 5846.6 5846.6 5846.6

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses and allow for clustering of the model error at the VDC level. The dependent vari-

able is DA1, i.e. the value of the first damage assessment (in rupees), and takes the values 0, 3,000, and 15,000. upper

caste is a dummy variable equaling one if the household belongs to Brahmin, Chhetri, or upper Newar caste groups. While

co-caste is a dummy variable equaling one if the household belongs to the same caste as any one of the APM members in

the VDC, co-caste[majority] is a dummy variable equaling one if the household belongs to the co caste APM who also has a

clear majority in the APM. In columns (1)-(3), co-caste is defined based on 6 sub-castes. co-caste in columns (4)-(6) is de-

fined based on upper and lower caste distinction. MMI (ward) is based on the earthquake intensity measure Modified Mer-

calli intensity at the centroid of the ward. first quartile MMI is equal to one for VDCs that belong to the first quartile

of the VDC averages of MMI (ward). All other controls are defined as indicated in the notes to Table 1 and Table 2.
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A4.2.7. The role of homogenous APMs, with all upper caste or all lower caste APMs

In Table A4.2.7, we additionally control for the VDCs with all upper caste and lower caste APMs and

their interactions to the in-group favoritism regressions of Table 3. upper APM (all) are VDCs with all

APMs belonging to the upper caste and upper APM (all) are VDCs with all APMs belonging to the lower

caste.16 The in-group favoritism results are stable across different specifications. In columns (1) and (2),

the coefficient of upper APM (all) is positive and significant, and lower caste APM (all) is negative but

insignificant. In columns (3)-(5), the coefficient of upper caste APMs (all), lower caste APM (all), and

their interactions are mostly insignificant. The results do not provide evidence that VDCs with all APMs

belonging to upper or lower castes drive the in-group favoritism results.

16The specification in columns (1) and (2) take the specification from Table 3, columns (1) and (3) and additionally control

for upper APM (all) and lower APM (all). The specification in columns (3) and (4) take the specification from Table 3, column

(3) and additionally control for upper APM (all), lower APM (all), and their interactions with upper caste. The specification

in columns (5) takes the specification from Table 3, column (5) and additionally controls for upper APM (all), lower APM

(all) only, and further also include their interactions with upper caste.
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Table A4.2.7: Robustness to additionally controlling for VDCs with all upper caste and lower caste APMs

Dependent variable is DA1 (in rupees)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

upper caste 386.9 143.1 71.3 -16.3 -18.3 -228.1

(59.8)*** (83.2)* (124.2) (50.9) (42.0) (148.9)

co-caste -157.2 -357.2 -370.9 -106.1 -0.24 2.25

(70.4)** (111.3)*** (119.9)*** (47.6)** (44.7) (43.7)

co-caste × upper caste 442.9 480.9 186.0 35.8 43.9

(147.0)*** (148.4)*** (65.5)*** (67.2) (66.2)

upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 260.4 98.0

(157.2)* (145.2)

co-caste × 1st quartile MMI -346.8 -376.3

(129.4)*** (127.9)***

co-caste × upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 603.1 619.6

(182.6)*** (178.0)***

upper APM (all) 394.9 306.8 265.8

(167.3)** (168.2)* (210.9)

lower APM (all) -214.3 -149.6 -183.8

(229.6) (234.2) (247.5)

upper APM (all) × upper caste 77.9 102.0

(157.1) (72.9)

lower APM (all) × upper caste 189.4 -7.03

(218.5) (106.7)

upper APM (all) × upper caste × 1st quartile MMI -25.6 -22.7

(204.6) (198.9)

lower APM (all) × upper caste × 1st quartile MMI -187.8 -173.8

(284.6) (268.3)

MMI (ward) X X X X X X

building controls X X X X X X

household controls X X X X X X

geographic controls X X X X X X

building controls × individual assets X X X X X X

VDC fixed effects X X X

slope and altitude × MMI (ward) X

building controls × upper caste X

building controls × 1st quartile MMI X

household controls × upper caste X

household controls × 1st quartile MMI X

VDCs 611 611 611 611 611 611

N 667464 667464 667464 667464 667464 667464

R2 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.53 0.53 0.53

Mean dependent variable 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses and allow for clustering of the model error at the VDC level. The dependent variable is

DA1, i.e. the value of the first damage assessment (in Rupees), and takes the values 0, 3,000, and 15,000. upper caste is a dummy

equaling one when the household belongs to Brahmin, Chhetri, and Newar caste groups. co-caste is a dummy variable equaling one

if the household belongs to the same caste as any one of the APM members in the VDC. e ward – MMI(ward). For comparability

of magnitudes and the direction of the effect, we rescale the MMI (ward) such that values lie between 0 and 1, where 1 refers to low

damage. first quartile MMI is equal to one for VDCs that belong to the first quartile of the VDC averages of MMI(ward). All other

controls are defined as indicated in the notes to Table 1 and Table 2.
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A4.2.8. Dividing the VDCs with a VDC-average of MMI in the first and fourth quartiles

In Table A4.2.8, we divide the sample of VDCs in those with a VDC-average of MMI in the first

quartile of MMI and those in the fourth quartile and separately run in-group favoritism results from Table

3. The specification in columns (1)-(4) take the specification from Table 3, columns (1)-(4) for VDCs with

a VDC-average of MMI in the first quartile. Similarly, the specification in columns (5)-(8) again take the

specification from Table 3, columns (1)-(4) for VDCs with a VDC-average of MMI in the fourth quartile.

Table A4.2.8: Robustness to dividing VDCs with a VDC-average of MMI in the first and fourth quartiles

Dependent variable is DA1 (in rupees)

VDCs in the
1st quartile of MMI

VDCs in the
4th quartile of MMI

(1) (2) (3) (4)

upper caste 379.0 45.7 21.2 58.2

(86.2)*** (96.6) (45.2) (63.5)

co-caste -68.5 -328.6 42.6 75.0

(77.2) (110.1)*** (37.9) (62.2)

co-caste × upper caste 630.4 -67.8

(164.8)*** (84.3)

MMI (ward) X X X X

building controls X X X X

household controls X X X X

geographic controls X X X X

building controls × individual assets X X X X

VDC fixed effects X X X X

VDCs 152 152 153 153

N 154760 154760 178062 178062

R2 0.54 0.54 0.12 0.12

Mean dependent variable 5861.0 5861.0 13741.4 13741.4

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses and allow for clustering of the model error at the VDC level. The dependent vari-

able is DA1, i.e. the value of the first damage assessment (in Rupees), and takes the values 0, 3,000, and 15,000. upper caste

is a dummy variable equaling one if the household belongs to Brahmin, Chhetri, or upper Newar caste groups. MMI (ward) is

based on the earthquake intensity measure Modified Mercalli intensity at the centroid of the ward. first quartile MMI is equal

to one for VDCs that belong to the first quartile of the VDC averages of MMI (ward). fourth quartile MMI is equal to one

for VDCs that belong to the fourth quartile of the VDC averages of MMI (ward). co-caste is a dummy variable equaling one if

the household belongs to the same caste as any one of the APM members in the VDC. The regressions include building controls,

household controls, geographic controls, and building controls × assets, which are defined as indicated in the notes to Table 1.
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A4.2.9. Heterogeneity based on the closeness of 2017 village and municipal elections

One potential hypothesis to explain differences in favoritism is political competition. In localities with

strong political competition, APMs may refrain from favoritism to avoid alienating lower caste house-

holds because these could represent the median voter, while APMs have less incentives to be unbiased in

strongholds.

There is some existing evidence of a reduction in (co-ethnic, co-partisan) favoritism when there is a

higher political competition (Curto-Grau et al., 2018; Lévêque, 2020). Even the disappearance of favoritism

in democracies in Burgess et al. (2015) could be interpreted as an effect in the same direction. Here, political

competition seems to discipline the political leaders (Svaleryd and Vlachos, 2009).

Table A4.2.9 shows results from an analysis in which we use data from a the village/municipal election

in 2017 (the first local level elections after the earthquake). In this analysis, we use wards as the unit of

observations to match the VDCs from our many analysis for the following reason: Between 2014-2016, the

government of Nepal restructured the village council and transformed 3,900 old VDCs and municipalities into

753 new rural and urban municipalities. In the rural areas, the transformed wards, which are administrative

units below the new municipalities, quite closely resembled the old VDCs. Thus, we compare localities

(wards) with close elections to localities (wards) where a candidate wins by a large margin, to investigate

whether our results on favoritism differ between these wards.

Columns 1 and 2 split the sample. An election is defined as “close” if the margin of vote shares between

the winner and the runner-up candidates is less than 5%. Comparing columns 1 and 2 shows that the upper

caste coefficient is larger in localities with close elections. In column 3 we pool all localities and add an

interaction term between “upper caste” and a dummy “close”, which is one if an election was close. We

assume that all other parameter estimates are the same in close and non-close villages. In this specification,

the difference in the “upper caste” between close and non-close localities is not statistically significant.

In sum, our main findings also hold when we split up the sample in close and non-close elections, and

we do not find significant differences between these two types of communities.

If anything, the results suggest that close elections are associated with larger favoritism. Which would

be in line with an alternative hypothesis, namely that politicians give favors to “their” constituents when

they are in need of every individual vote, i.e. in close elections. Competition may increase the importance

of individual votes and politicians might try to influence it by providing direct benefits to the individuals

from their own groups who might play a larger role in switching the outcome of the elections.

We would like to mention the alternative hypothesis, though, namely that politicians give favors to

“their” constituents when they are in need of every individual vote, i.e. in close elections. Competition

may increase the importance of individual votes and politicians might try to influence it by providing direct

benefits to the individuals from their own groups who might play a larger role in switching the outcome of

the elections.
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We should add the following caveats: 1) The data come from an election that took place two years

after the earthquake (2017), and closeness might be an outcome of favoritism right after the earthquake.

We do not use the election for the last local election as it took place in 1997, almost 20 years before the

elections. 2) Because of the restructuring of the village council between 2014-2016, the spatial organization

of administrative units is slightly different than in the earthquake-related data.

Table A4.2.9: Splitting sample by closeness of 2017 village/municipal elections)

Dependent variable is DA1 (in rupees)

close not-close interaction close not-close interaction close not-close

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

upper caste 661.1 357.6 417.3 23.4 -5.23 6.38 -77.3 -16.5

(117.4)*** (71.9)*** (76.5)*** (53.2) (32.4) (33.9) (75.6) (46.5)

close -277.1 -129.3

(166.7)* (153.4)

upper caste × close 138.0 -8.40

(154.2) (69.1)

upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 648.5 409.4 417.5 375.7 128.9

(175.5)*** (107.3)*** (111.5)*** (184.5)** (129.3)

low ward MMI × close -97.4

(253.9)

upper caste × 1st quartile MMI × close 315.5

(199.1)

co-caste -62.8 0.64

(85.8) (48.4)

co-caste × upper caste 178.2 17.8

(119.8) (74.3)

co-caste × 1st quartile MMI -136.3 -368.0

(205.9) (145.6)**

co-caste × upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 490.1 601.4

(252.8)* (215.4)***

MMI (ward) X X X X X X X X

building controls X X X X X X X X

household controls X X X X X X X X

geographic controls X X X X X X X X

building controls × individual assets X X X X X X X X

VDCs 227 495 612 227 495 612 227 494

N 191210 476652 667862 191210 476652 667862 191210 476254

R2 0.48 0.42 0.44 0.56 0.51 0.53 0.56 0.51

Mean dep. var. 10839.1 11792.0 11519.2 10839.1 11792.0 11519.2 10839.1 11798.7

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses and allow for clustering of the model error at the VDC level. The dependent variable is DA1,

i.e. the value of the first damage assessment (in Rupees), and takes the values 0, 3,000, and 15,000. upper caste is a dummy equaling

one when the household belongs to Brahmin, Chhetri, and Newar caste groups. co-caste is a dummy variable equaling one if the house-

hold belongs to the same caste as any one of the APM members in the VDC. first quartile MMI (VDC) is equal to one for VDCs that

belong to the first quartile of the VDC averages of MMI(ward). All other controls are as defined as indicated in the notes to Table 1.
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A4.2.10. Excluding one informant group at a time

We collected APM names through various key informants, relying on recollections of VDC secretaries,

social mobilizers, ward chairs, and other informed VDC residents. In Online Appendix Table A4.2.10, we

show that results are qualitatively unchanged if we exclude, one at a time, data based on one of the four

groups of informants. Odd columns correspond to column (3) from Table 3 that interact co-caste with upper

caste and even columns correspond to column (5) from Table 3 that interact co-caste with upper caste and

first quartile MMI. For the estimates in columns (1) and (2) we exclude VDCs where the APM names were

gathered by calling VDC secretaries from the time of the earthquake. For estimates in columns (3) and (4)

we exclude names provided by social mobilizers. For columns (5) and (6) we exclude VDCs where the APM

names were gathered by calling ward chairs from the 2017 village council elections, finally, for columns (7)

and (8) we exclude VDCs where data on APMs was provided by informed village members from within the

VDC.
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Table A4.2.10: Robustness to excluding one informant group at a time

Dependent variable is DA1 (in Rupees)

Not include
VDC secretary

Not include
social mobilizer

Not include
ward chair

Not include
village member

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

upper caste 8.52 -28.1 57.8 5.01 10.2 -39.7 54.9 -6.28

(44.2) (48.0) (46.1) (50.8) (42.9) (46.0) (45.6) (47.2)

co-caste -60.7 -16.7 -64.1 21.3 -86.1 -14.7 -64.0 8.40

(50.8) (48.1) (60.6) (58.9) (53.4) (47.0) (56.0) (49.8)

co-caste × upper caste 169.4 88.8 124.2 -38.0 208.1 71.2 134.3 21.4

(70.1)** (72.5) (85.9) (85.2) (75.6)*** (71.3) (79.7)* (74.7)

co-caste × 1st quartile MMI -277.7 -352.7 -362.5 -343.8

(153.2)* (142.2)** (144.8)** (155.5)**

upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 199.3 150.0 196.6 292.5

(135.7) (118.7) (119.4) (145.0)**

co-caste × upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 525.4 672.6 705.0 572.8

(207.4)** (213.2)*** (209.4)*** (236.7)**

MMI (ward) X X X X X X X X

building controls X X X X X X X X

household controls X X X X X X X X

geographic controls X X X X X X X X

building controls × individual assets X X X X X X X X

VDC fixed effects X X X X X X X X

VDCs 401 401 441 441 517 517 474 474

N 434479 434479 482937 482937 566128 566128 518848 518848

R2 0.51 0.51 0.56 0.56 0.51 0.51 0.52 0.52

Mean dep. var. (Full sample) 11819.4 11819.4 10987.2 10987.2 11562.8 11562.8 11733.1 11733.1

Mean dep. var. (1st quartile VDC) 5846.6 5846.6 5846.6 5846.6 5846.6 5846.6 5846.6 5846.6

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses and allow for clustering of the model error at the VDC level. The depen-

dent variable is DA1 (in Rupees) and takes the values 0, 3,000, and 15,000. upper caste is a dummy equaling one when

the household belongs to Brahmin, Chhetri, and upper Newar caste groups. co-caste is a dummy variable equaling one

if the household belongs to the same caste as any one of the APM members in the VDC. MMI (ward) is based on the

earthquake intensity measure Modified Mercalli intensity at the centroid of the ward. first quartile MMI is equal to one

for VDCs that belong to the first quartile of the VDC averages of MMI (ward). The regressions include building con-

trols, household controls, geographic controls, and building controls × assets and are as indicated in the notes to Table 1.

A4.2.11. Excluding one party at a time

The APMs consist of representatives of mostly three and sometimes four parties. In Online Appendix

Table A4.2.11, we show that results are qualitatively unchanged if we exclude, one at a time, APMs belonging

to one particular party. Odd columns correspond to column (3) from Table 3 that interact co-caste with

upper caste and even columns correspond to column (5) from Table 3 that interact co-caste with upper caste
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and first quartile MMI. For the estimates in columns (1) and (2) we exclude VDCs with APMs belonging

to the Nepali Congress party. For estimates in columns (3) and (4) we exclude VDCs with APMs belonging

to United Marxist-Leninist party. For columns (5) and (6) we exclude VDCs with APMs belonging to

the Maoist party, finally, for columns (7) and (8) we exclude VDCs with APMs belonging to the National

Democratic party.

Table A4.2.11: Robustness to excluding one party group at a time

Dependent variable is DA1 (in Rupees)

Not include
NC APM

Not include
UML APM

Not include
Maoist APM

Not include
RPP APM

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

upper caste 48.2 -24.9 86.6 13.8 53.9 -37.9 28.7 -23.3

(38.4) (39.0) (37.9)** (39.6) (37.3) (38.4) (38.7) (41.4)

co-caste -69.5 -20.9 -48.5 9.73 -84.1 -54.6 -72.6 -2.87

(49.9) (45.1) (52.2) (49.3) (53.4) (48.1) (48.7) (45.0)

co-caste × upper caste 153.8 59.4 80.3 -18.3 154.0 98.2 169.9 45.7

(67.2)** (63.0) (70.1) (72.9) (66.6)** (65.0) (69.6)** (67.9)

co-caste × 1st quartile MMI -249.6 -302.8 -162.2 -335.3

(134.7)* (135.9)** (146.7) (130.0)**

upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 312.4 293.1 399.4 223.7

(120.3)*** (109.4)*** (121.0)*** (111.0)**

co-caste × upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 489.3 556.1 300.6 603.9

(193.7)** (192.4)*** (185.0) (191.9)***

MMI (ward) X X X X X X X X

building controls X X X X X X X X

household controls X X X X X X X X

geographic controls X X X X X X X X

building controls × individual assets X X X X X X X X

VDC fixed effects X X X X X X X X

VDCs 610 610 609 609 611 611 611 611

N 666398 666398 665604 665604 667464 667464 667464 667464

R2 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53

Mean dep. var. (Full sample) 11519.7 11519.7 11517.3 11517.3 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8

Mean dep. var. (1st quartile VDC) 5846.6 5846.6 5846.6 5846.6 5846.6 5846.6 5846.6 5846.6

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses and allow for clustering of the model error at the VDC level. The dependent variable is DA1

(in Rupees) and takes the values 0, 3,000, and 15,000. upper caste is a dummy equaling one when the household belongs to Brahmin,

Chhetri, and upper Newar caste groups. co-caste is a dummy variable equaling one if the household belongs to the same caste as any

one of the APM members in the VDC. Note here we exclude the APMs belonging to one of the four parties at a time for the calculation

of co-caste variable. MMI (ward) is based on the earthquake intensity measure Modified Mercalli intensity at the centroid of the ward.

first quartile MMI is equal to one for VDCs that belong to the first quartile of the VDC averages of MMI (ward). The regressions include

building controls, household controls, geographic controls, and building controls × assets and are as indicated in the notes to Table 1.
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A4.2.12. Including other local actors’ castes to calculate the co-caste variable

We argued above that APMs were central to the emergency aid distribution process and calculated

co-caste based on whether the household belongs to the same caste as one of the APM members. Yet,

the VDC secretary coordinated the grant distribution committee and may have played a role in identifying

emergency aid recipients. Thus, to show robustness, we calculate co-caste based on whether the household

belongs to the same caste as one of the APM members or a VDC secretary. Results are shown in Online

Appendix Table A4.2.12, columns (1) and (2). Similarly, social mobilizers, deployed in each VDC by the

Nepal government to increase representation in local governance (Gurung, N., 2011), were often included in

the grant distribution committees (Pokharel et al., 2016a). Therefore, we additionally include the caste of

the social mobilizer to calculate the co-caste variable. Results are shown in Online Appendix Table A4.2.12.

Odd columns correspond to column (3) from Table 3 that interact co-caste with upper caste and even

columns correspond to column (5) from Table 3 that interact co-caste with upper caste and first quartile

MMI. Results are robust to the inclusion of these local actors.
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Table A4.2.12: Robustness to including VDC secretary (VDC Sec) and social mobilizer (SM) castes

Dependent variable is DA1 (in Rupees)

co-caste[APMs + VDC Sec] co-caste[APMs + VDC Sec + SM]

(1) (2) (3) (4)

upper caste -218.6 -232.1 -218.6 -238.4

(144.8) (148.7) (144.8) (148.6)

co-caste 2.52 17.6

(43.8) (43.5)

co-caste × upper caste 44.4 46.7

(67.8) (67.2)

co-caste × 1st quartile MMI -349.7 -317.5

(120.8)*** (120.4)***

upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 363.1 59.6 363.1 -9.76

(97.2)*** (114.6) (97.2)*** (137.9)

co-caste × upper caste × 1st quartile MMI 562.8 591.8

(174.9)*** (184.0)***

MMI (ward) X X X X

building controls X X X X

household controls X X X X

geographic controls X X X X

building controls × individual assets X X X X

VDC fixed effects X X X X

slope and altitude × MMI (ward) X X X X

building controls × upper caste X X X X

building controls × 1st quartile MMI X X X X

household controls × upper caste X X X X

household controls × 1st quartile MMI X X X X

VDCs 612 611 612 611

N 667862 667464 667862 667464

R2 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53

Mean dep. var. (Full sample) 11519.2 11523.8 11519.2 11523.8

Mean dep. var. (1st quartile VDC) 5846.6 5846.6 5846.6 5846.6

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses and allow for clustering of the model error at the VDC level. The dependent variable

is DA1 (in Rupees) and takes the values 0, 3,000, and 15,000. upper caste is a dummy equaling one when the household be-

longs to Brahmin, Chhetri, and upper Newar caste groups. In columns (1) and (2), co-caste is a dummy variable equaling one

if the household belongs to the same caste as any one of the APM members or VDC secretary. In columns (3) and (4), co-

caste is a dummy variable equaling one if the household belongs to the same caste as any one of the APM members or VDC

secretary (VDC Sec) or a social mobilizer (SM) in the VDC. MMI (ward) is based on the earthquake intensity measure Modi-

fied Mercalli intensity at the centroid of the ward. first quartile MMI is equal to one for VDCs that belong to the first quar-

tile of the VDC averages of MMI (ward). All other controls are defined as indicated in the notes to Table 1 and Table 2.
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A4.2.13. Robustness to using an alternative measure of low earthquake intensity

In our main analysis, we use the variable first quartile MMI to identify low earthquake intensity. Ta-

ble A4.2.13 shows that results are robust when we use the continuous variable low MMI (ward) instead.

We obtain this variable as follows: First, we use the MMI measure at the centroid of the ward and assign it

to each household within the ward. We call this variable MMI (ward). We linearly transform MMI (ward)

to lie between 0 and 1 such that this variable has a range that is comparable to the variable first quartile

MMI that we use in the main text. To allow for a comparable interpretation of the direction of the effect,

we take the additive inverse of this transformed MMI (ward) and add 1. We call the resulting variable low

MMI (ward), whose values range from 0-1, where 0 indicates the highest level of damage and 1 indicates

the lowest level.

Columns (1)-(3) of Table A4.2.13 correspond to columns (1), (2), and (5) of Table 2 and columns (4)-(6)

of Table A4.2.13 correspond to columns (3), (4), and (6) of Table 3.
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Table A4.2.13: Robustness to using low MMI (ward) to represent low earthquake intensity

Dependent variable is DA1 (in rupees)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

upper caste -213.8 -198.5 -298.3 -71.6 -65.2 -160.9

(69.1)*** (68.3)*** (158.1)* (88.9) (89.1) (170.5)

co-caste 226.2 209.6 219.3

(93.5)** (91.7)** (90.6)**

co-caste × upper caste -316.3 -296.4 -285.8

(126.5)** (124.7)** (122.9)**

upper caste × low-MMI (ward) 734.4 714.6 444.1 220.8 212.0 -43.5

(164.5)*** (163.5)*** (149.1)*** (191.9) (192.0) (183.6)

co-caste × low-MMI (ward) -623.6 -597.1 -625.5

(218.8)*** (217.3)*** (215.3)***

co-caste × upper caste × low-MMI (ward) 1057.1 1030.2 1019.4

(295.7)*** (295.0)*** (290.6)***

building controls X X X X X X

household controls X X X X X X

geographic controls X X X X X X

building controls × individual assets X X X X X X

MMI (ward) X X X X X X

VDC fixed effects X X X X X X

slope and altitude × MMI (ward) X X X X

building controls × upper caste X X

building controls × low-MMI (ward) X X

household controls × upper caste X X

household controls × low-MMI (ward) X X

VDCs 612 612 612 611 611 611

N 667862 667862 667862 667464 667464 667464

R2 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53

Mean dependent variable 11519.2 11519.2 11519.2 11523.8 11523.8 11523.8

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses and allow for clustering of the model error at the VDC level. The dependent vari-

able is DA1, i.e. the value of the first damage assessment (in Rupees), and takes the values 0, 3,000, and 15,000. upper

caste is a dummy variable equaling one if the household belongs to Brahmin, Chhetri, or upper Newar caste groups. low MMI

(ward) is based on the earthquake intensity measure Modified Mercalli intensity at the centroid of the ward – MMI(ward). For

comparability of magnitudes and the direction of the effect, we rescale the MMI (ward) such that values lie between 0 and 1,

where 1 refers to low damage. co-caste is a dummy variable equaling one if the household belongs to the same caste as any

one of the APM members in the VDC. All other controls are defined as indicated in the notes to Table 1 and Table 2.
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A4.2.14. Alternative measures of earthquake intensity

This Online Appendix investigates the central discrimination and favoritism results using two alternative

measures to MMI, namely a severity index and an earthquake impact measure, which were both developed

by the European Commission Joint Research Center and the United Nations Office for the Coordination

of Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA). The earthquake intensity measure provides an alternative measure

of the direct impact of the earthquake on the damage and destruction of buildings, on the human death

and injury, and on the earthquake-led migration (UNOCHA, 2015, p.54). The severity index is broader. In

addition to the direct earthquake impact on buildings, humans, and migration, it also includes socioeconomic

vulnerability, including the effects on Human Development Index, marginalized groups, vulnerable groups,

and labor capacity as well as physical vulnerability, including natural hazard risk and humanitarian access

(UNOCHA, 2015, p.54).

Results are shown in table A4.2.14. For the results of the heterogeneity analysis with respect to MMI, we

interact upper caste with low severity index (column 1) and low earthquake impact (column 2). Similarly,

for triple difference results, we interact co-caste and upper caste with low severity index (column 3) and low

earthquake impact (column 4). The results show that previous results are robust to using these alternative

measures of earthquake intensity.
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Table A4.2.14: Robustness to using alternative measures of earthquake intensity

Dependent variable is DA1 (in rupees)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

upper caste -540.5 -425.1 -326.8 -224.7

(180.2)*** (157.6)*** (196.6)* (165.9)

co-caste 159.2 194.7

(133.9) (84.5)**

co-caste × upper caste -359.6 -350.7

(221.3) (124.7)***

upper caste × low severity index 869.0 357.5

(201.5)*** (247.5)

co-caste × low severity index -449.1

(259.1)*

co-caste × upper caste × low severity index 957.1

(407.2)**

upper caste × low earthquake impact 907.3 188.6

(180.2)*** (206.1)

co-caste × low earthquake impact -687.3

(235.0)***

co-caste × upper caste × low earthquake impact 1362.0

(340.8)***

MMI (ward) X X X X

building controls X X X X

household controls X X X X

geographic controls X X X X

building controls × individual assets X X X X

VDC fixed effects X X X X

slope and altitude × MMI (ward) X X X X

building controls × upper caste X X X X

building controls × 1st quartile MMI X X X X

household controls × upper caste X X X X

household controls × 1st quartile MMI X X X X

VDCs 612 612 611 611

N 667862 667862 667464 667464

R2 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53

Mean dependent variable 11519.2 11519.2 11523.8 11523.8

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses and allow for clustering of the model error at the VDC level. The dependent vari-

able is DA1 (in Rupees) and takes the values 0, 3,000, and 15,000. upper caste is a dummy equaling one when the house-

hold belongs to Brahmin, Chhetri, or upper Newar caste groups. co-caste is a dummy variable equaling one if the household

belongs to the same caste as any one of the APM members in the VDC. low severity index and low earthquake impact data

are developed by the European Commission Joint Research Center and OCHA as alternative measures of earthquake intensity.

For comparability of magnitudes and the direction of the effect, low severity index and low earthquake impact measures are de-

fined as 1 minus the value of the severity index and earthquake impact, respectively, such that the values still range from 0-

1, but now 1 refers to low-intensity areas. All other controls are defined as indicated in the notes to Table 1 and Table 2.
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